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Success and Failure 	  

This annual report is a story of the progress and expansion of the Brotherhood's 
social service work. It has been made possible by the hundreds of friends who have 
made manifest in so many different ways their belief in the importance of the 
community service work which the Brotherhood carries on. To you we give thanks, 
from ourselves and from those whom we have been able to assist, and to you dedicate 
this account of progress. 

We regret that we cannot record the same success in our efforts to arouse the 
Government and community to the vastly more important task of tackling the causes 
which make it necessary for the Brotherhood and other organisations to maintain 
social services which, though essential, are largely "ambulance" work. 

Bad housing is one of these causes, but a bold imaginative slum clearance and 
re-housing programme still seems far distant. 

A greater effort is needed to stir people to these urgent social needs. Again, 
we rely on the friends of the Brotherhood. 
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How the Brotherhood Began 

Adamstown in the Diocese of Newcastle was the birthplace of the Brotherhood. 
In the year 1930, the Brotherhood was founded as a community of ordained and lay 
members of the Church of England who undertook to devote themselves to the pastoral 
work of the Church. In addition the Brotherhood sought to provide opportunities for 
candidates for the. Ministry to be tested, and to test themselves, for the vocation to 
which they felt they had been called. 

In 1933 the Brotherhood was invited by the late Archbishop Head to establish a 
branch in Melbourne. The Superior, Father Tucker, and the co-founder, the late 
Rev. Guy Cox, were sent to undertake this work, and were invited to take charge of 
St. Mary's Mission, Fitzroy. 

DEPRESSION 

They arrived during the worst period of the depression and were appalled by 
 poverty and degradation in the slum pocket in which they had come to make 

their home. The problems seemed so tremendous that it was decided that all members 
should transfer to Melbourne. 

Believing in the strength of deeds over words, the Brotherhood threw its limited 
resources into the fight to relieve suffering and to awaken the community to its 
responsibilities to those who were unemployed through no fault of their own. 

It could do more than rent a cottage in which six unemployed, homeless men were 
housed. The need was desperate. The Brotherhood had shown what it could do and 
the venture appealed to the public. Other properties were rented and soon the B.S.L. 
was "home" to 100 otherwise homeless men. 

Three years later the Brotherhood was able to buy 67 Brunswick Street which 
remains still B.S.L. Headquarters. 
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NEW PROBLEMS 

As the community recovered from the effects of the depression the Hostel was 
made a home for homeless boys, many of whom were products of depression, bad homes 
and slum environments. Many hundreds were given the opportunity of becoming 
useful members of society. 

Meanwhile, land was acquired at Carrum Downs and opportunity provided for 
unemployed families to become to some degree self supporting and to raise their 
families in healthy conditions far removed from the crippling environment of the 
depressed, over-crowded industrial areas. 

POST-WAR GROWTH 

The post-war work of the Brotherhood has expanded considerably into new fields 
of social service, and it is only made possible through the loyalty, generosity and 
interest of its many friends. The constitution of its members has changed too, but 
the principles on which it was founded still provide the inspiration for the work which 
it carries on today. 

Most of the staff are now lay workers, specialists in their own particular branches 
of social service, who are prepared to put their job first, and accept the idea that 
they can expect no personal material gain such as they would receive in other callings. 
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Among the Aged 

Victoria cannot boast that of recent years the care of old people has been as 

prominent a feature of social work as it deserves, but it is pleasing to report that 
public conscience shows some signs of awakening. The Brotherhood's efforts to answer 

the most urgent needs of elderly citizens and, along certain lines, to attempt a 

"preventitive" approach to the problem of the aged has earned increasing interest and 
public support over the last twelve months. 

The right to happiness should not be affected by any question of age, but the 

chances of achieving happiness are. Unless society attempts to answer the needs 

resulting from reduced income, enforced retirement, unsuitable accommodation, the 

feeling of being unwanted and a general slowing down of the reflexes, advancing years 

can mean only unhappiness for the persons concerned and a cumulative problem for the 
community generally. 

• We have on file over 200 applications for accommodation at Carrum Downs, which are an 

indication of the desperate need of old folk for accommodation. 



Carrum Downs Settlement 
. . to settle, whew the time arrives, into a green and smiling age  

R. L. Stevenson, Crabbed Age and Youth 

In an endeavour to illustrate what can be done to fill certain needs synonymous 
with old age, the Brotherhood has continued its work to provide independence and 
security for a limited number of elderly folk at Carrum Downs. 

During the last twelve months the Settlement's population has increased to 95 
people. 

The rapid increase in the number of residents over the past two years has meant 
an increase in the need for services, and a consequent increase in staff. A matron 
and a nursing sister have been appointed, and in addition to sharing medical well-being 
of all residents, are responsible for the care of patients in the Cottage Hospital, and 
residents no longer able to care for themselves who are housed in Collins Court.. 

Several voluntary helpers from among the more able-bodied residents have greatly 
assisted the Nursing Sisters with this work. 

COTTAGE HOSPITAL 
Since its completion in September, 1952, the Cottage Hospital, a gift to the 

Brotherhood of St. Laurence from the Melbourne Junior Chamber of Commerce, has 
been the means of providing ultimate security for Carrum Downs residents. Without 
leaving their friends and familiar surroundings those residents who may be temporarily 
laid aside may now be nursed back to health often within sight of their own homes. 

MAINTENANCE 
Important drainage work and roadway extensions have been completed whilst 

progressive extensions to the pressure water and electric supply have been undertaken. 
Preparatory work for a large scale sewerage scheme has been carried out. Telephone 
extensions, including the provision of a public telephone have proved advantageous 
developments. A programme for the complete renovation of all older buildings has 
progressed steadily during the year. 
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VOLUNTARY GROUPS 

The assistance provided by voluntary groups has given a boost to maintenance 
work. Foremost among  the helpers on these projects have been the Melbourne 
Soroptimists Group and Victorian Youth Hostels Association whose work has saved 
the Brotherhoold at least £300. 

The large scale tree planting ceremonies conducted during 1953 will add to the 
Settlement's natural attraction in the years ahead. 

SUNSHINE CLUB 

Social activity among the residents has flourished within the self governing 
"Sunshine Club" conducted by the elderly residents. Country picnics and city visits 
by bus, Euchre parties, picture nights, interesting educational talks and film nights, 
have helped foster a normal community atmosphere. 

INDUSTRIES 

Perhaps the most outstanding contribution towards the fulfilment of the hopes of 
the planners at Carrum Downs has come from the residents themselves. Beginning 
within the Community Centre and branching out to include the propagation and sale 
of plants, the opening of a retail store—the "Tucker Box"—and the production of 
handicrafts and building materials, the establishment of Carrum Downs Industries 
has been an inspiring and encouraging achievement. 

Other plans which have become more of a reality include those for a new 
Community Centre and a croquet lawn. Sites have been reserved for both projects. 

SELF FINANCED COTTAGES 

A recent decision allowed that a number of individuals may invest monetarily in 
their own home to be built on the Settlement, thus ensuring their own security and 
providing in the future for those who do not have the means to engage in such a scheme. 
Commencement has been made on the erection of four single cottages to be included 
in this scheme. 
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Coolibah Club 
The very staff of age, my very prop' 

William Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice 

The Coolibah Club is an important aspect of our work among the aged, but it is 
an unhappy fact that we can embrace only a small percentage of Fitzroy male 
pensioners in the life and ministry of the Club. In the past year our reputation for 
service has spread ever wider and the pre;ent membership of 73 is almost more than we 
can care for. 

The year's increase in membership and services has seriously strained both finance 
and accommodation. Our dining room seats only 24 but each day a hot two-course 
meal is served to 40 members, the overflow being accommodated in the Club room 
itself. Extensions to the Club are urgently needed to enable us to bring fellowship and 
warmth into the lives of fnany lonely old men. Cases of such men living and dying in 
squalor and filth could be averted if a helping hand were extended before apathy and 
neglect have time to break the heart and spirit. 

SECURITY 

This preventitive work is the main object of the Coolibah club and for those 
already fortunate enough to be members there is the security that they will be cared tor 
in sickness and enabled to retain their self-respect by the availability of clothing at a 
nominal cost. In addition regular film nights and outings give interest to otherwise 
drab lives while holidays at our lovely home at Mornington provide a healthful change. 

Morning and afternoon tea are popular interruptions to the placid tenor of the 
Club day. Cards and books are laid aside, the wireless is forgotten and willing helpers 
carry the trays to the less active members. 
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NO "HAND-OUTS" 

We are particularly careful that no amenity of the Club has any suggestion of a 
"hand-out." Charges are within the means of the pensioner, all are on an equal 
footing and the complete absence of rules throws the responsibility for "good 
citizenship" on to the shoulders of the members themselves. It is a heart-warming 
fact that this responsibility is seldom abused. 

The rapid rise in the cost of living during the past twelve months has meant an 
alarming increase in malnutrition. We ensure that our members have at least one 
balanced meal per day and that the sick are given the eggs, milk, etc., which they need 
but could not otherwise afford. The fact remains however that the lot of many 
pensioners outside the orbit of the Club is indeed parlous. 

Wood Distribution 
Another service, mainly to the aged, but also to families where the need exists, 

is the distribution of wood, which is carried on throughout the winter months. 

Each Saturday morning the truck is loaded and re-loaded, and split wood delivered 
to provide warmth to dreary and cold homes and rooms. We would have to know the 
experience of sitting through a cold winter's night with no means of heating, or 
alternatively of going to bed at 7 o'clock, to fully understand the look of appreciation 
that is given as a load of wood arrives. 
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Christmas at the Coolibah Club 

Christmas is the time of rejoicing and the Coolibah Club did not fall behind in 
its celebration of this joyous season. The tempo was set by an evening of carol singing, 
for many the first time carols had been sung since childhood. The quality of the 
singing was surprisingly high and later in the night some unexpectedly beautiful 
effects were produced when the group sang special favourites without accompaniment. 
The rapt concentration of the singers was intensely moving and we shall assuredly make 
this an annual event. 

The Club room, gay with colour 
and flowers, highlighted by the tin-
selled tree, formed a cheerful setting 
for the Christmas dinner to which 62 
members sat down. Turkey and plum 
pudding once more took pride of place 
and were heartily enjoyed. 

After the feasting came the dis-
tribution of gifts and in an atmosphere 
of party caps and jollity our Christmas 
dinner came to an end. On Christmas 
and New Year's day parties were set 
out buffet style and tobacco and 
cigarettes distributed. Our deep ap-
preciation is due to the generous 
donors who made possible so much 
Christmas cheer and to the staunch 
band of helpers without whom the 
domestic side of the festivities could 
never have been accomplished. 
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Age Pensioners' Holidays 

"These twice ten tedious years, yet we 

No holiday have seen." 

William Cowper, John Gilpin. 

In Fitzroy alone there are over 1,200 old age pensioners. The Coolibah Club 
just touches the fringe of the problem of helping the aged by giving them the feeling 
that someone does care for them. For the second year, now at our own Holiday 
Home, we have organised holidays for 200 pensioners. 

Thanks to voluntary drivers, they are taken by car from door to door. They are 
welcomed at Mornington as honoured guests, as such they are. From their early 
morning cup of tea in bed to supper each evening, they are waited on hand and foot. A 
highlight of the holiday is also an outing of some kind arranged for every group by 
the local Mornington people. 

"A GLORIOUS WEEK" 

There are two difficult stages in these holidays. First it is persuading someone 
who hasn't had a holiday for so many years, that they want to move from the 
environment which has engulfed them. The second is on the second last day of their 
holiday when after having had such a glorious week, they are sobering down at the 
thought of returning to that environment so different from Morven. 

NEW FRIENDSHIPS 

The holiday about which they talk for many months has, not only the immediate 
value in giving them a lighter step again, but through these holidays old people, 
otherwise knowing the depths of loneliness, have formed friendships which they 
maintain after they return. 
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Social Service Bureau — 

"He who would do good to another must do it in Minute Particulars". 

William Blake, Jerusalem 

Our aim is to help all in need, without regard to race, creed or colour. The 
practical application of this aim can be clearly seen in the work of the Bureau. At 
Fitzroy a stream of people, young and old, members of families, or homeless and 
friendless, come to the workers at the Bureau as to a friend who will help them in 
their trouble. 

FAMILY PROBLEMS 

The doorbell rings, and a mother with a large family who has been deserted by 
her husband has come for material assistance. Not only is this mother given food 
and clothing, but she is advised how to apply for the Commonwealth Social Service 
benefit to which she is entitled. She is helped to relieve her feeling of inadequacy 
and bewilderment, and because she has found a friend, is able to look to the future 
with greater strength and courage. 

UN EMPLOYED 

Next there may be a single man, who has spent the last of his money travelling 
through the country districts looking for employment. Often he is an unskilled 
labourer getting on in years, who finds it hard to compete with the more active men 
in a time of economic recession. For this man we may find a position with a 
sympathetic employer, thus restoring the man's self respect. 

Or it might be another • unemployed man, and as he tells his story, it becomes 
apparent to the Social Worker that his problem is not primarily one of unemployment, 
but of personality maladjustment, and he is assisted accordingly. 
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A mother has sent word asking would we call and visit her in her home, for the 
Bureau is not just an office, but a part of the lives of the people. We call and find 
that the mother is ill and needs to be taken to hospital. Another mother may see 
us in the street, knowing that we are from the B.S.L., and want advice about her child 
who is truanting from school, or some marital difficulty. 

ADOPTIONS 

A timid knock at the door may reveal a young girl who tells the Social Worker that 
she is unmarried ana expecting a baby. he has run away from home, and needs 
accommodation during the next few months. This girl is assisted in every way to 
meet her problem and plan for the future. If she decides to have the baby adopted, 
we find a suitable home for the child, and are in this way able to help the many 
childless couples who come to us wishing to adopt a child. It is always a great joy 
to see a couple leaving the Bureau, thrilled and excited, taking with them what they 
feared they would never have—their baby! 

CO-OPERATION 

We work in close co-operation with other departments, often following up the 
families of the children who attend the centre. Many of the applicants for the Coolibah 
Club and pensioners' holidays are found among our visitors at the Social Service Bureau. 

The needs and problems of these people differ as widely as do their own reactions 
to them, and each person is treated as an individual, and with the aid of the Social 
Worker, is helped to help himself to a better social adjustment. 

Legal Aid Service 
The Bureau is maintained by Lecturers and students of the University Law 

Department and provides free legal advice and assistance. Its work has been a 
tremendous boon to those who are unable to afford normal legal fees. 
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Sister May Memorial Children's Health 
Centre 

"Youth, what man's age is like to be doth show; 

We may our ends by our beginnings know.'. 
John Denham. Of Prudence. 

In the past year the Centre and Clinic has grown considerably. Over 5,000 
children have been treated. Some children come of their own free will, others are 
introduced to us by the local schools. These children come for dressings, head 
treatments and baths. 

Many new children are introduced to us through some of their friends who have 
visited us and liked us, so Sandra brings Pearl and Pearl in her turn brings several 
other playmates. 

Where necessary we give the children clean underwear and any other clothing. 
In one of our families where there is no mother, we look after four small children, 
including a pre-school child, give them their clean clothes, wash, iron and mend what 
they have taken off and put it on again after their next bath. 

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 

During the year some Honorary Doctors gave a complete medical check to 300 
children, while also we have visits from members of the College of Optometry who 
check the eyes of the children from local schools. If defects are found these children 
are referred to consulting rooms in Collins Street or the Children's Hospital. Some 
of the mothers take their children but often the mother is working and cannot . get 
time off from her work, or has small children whom she cannot leave, then one of the 
sisters or a voluntary helper takes these children. These examinations enable us to 
find in early stages health problems which dealt with now mean much to the child when 
he or she becomes an adult tommorow. 
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HOLIDAYS FOR HEALTH 

Two groups of children were 
taken to "Morven" our holiday home. 
The first group consisted of three 
boys and three girls, who went in the 
spring. The children enjoyed both the 
routine of a normal home life and 
activities such as walking, shopping 
and picnicking. The children were all 
under nourished and came home to 
Fitzroy very much better for their 
holiday, gaining weight up to 7 lb. 
each. In April, six little boys who 
had never had a holiday went for a 
week and enjoyed themselves, reaped 
benefits from their holiday, all gained 
weight. They were at first somewhat 
bewildered at having to sleep alone 
in single beds. 

A great deal of this work could 
not be carried out if it were not for 
our - band of voluntary- helpers who 
give up some hours of the week to 
help the under privileged children 
whom we are trying to help. 
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Square Centre Children's Club 
'These children,' said she, `are my jewels'." 

Robert Burton, Democritus to the Reader. 

The Children's Club work is carried on in a happy partnership between the Square 
Centre (an extension movement of the Girl Guides Association) and the Brotherhood 
of St. Laurence. The Square Centre Committee provides the salary of a full time 
Youth worker, the Brotherhood provides the building, equipment, camping facilities, etc. 
We are grateful to the Girl Guides Association and the Square Centre Committee for 
sharing with us this very important community service to the children of Fitzroy. 

The intimate nature of the premises of the Children's Club has dictated the 
manner of approach to the work itself. It is only logical, seeing that we are in what 
appears to be a little house, to treat it like home, and all the children as individual 
members of a family . This, as against the formal, highly organised methods of the 

larger and more institutional type of club, has proved an absolute success because it 
is precisely the lack of home-life that is the chief difficulty for many of these children. 

Another aspect of the work which is possibly unique in Melbourne is the close 
relationship between the Clinic and the Club. These two branchas of the work 
function almost as one for the benefit of the children. Sometimes a reference to a 
file in the Clinic on a child's physical set-up will give the clue to his management in 
the Club, and similarly physical defects noted at club can be dealt with at the Clinic. 

COLOURFUL CLUB ROOMS 

Our club rooms are cosy, colourful and full of interesting things. These interesting 
things have all been given by kind friends—books, radiogram, sewing machines, dollies' 
corner, dress-up clothes, toys, trains, meccano, table tennis, bobs, table games and so 
on. The 160 members make good use of these facilities. 

School children come in after school each day until 5 o'clock. During this session 
they read, do their homework or use any of the Club equipment. 
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A quiet corner of the Club 

CLUB NIGHTS 

Each child has two evening ses-
sions a week. One at Club and the 
other at the gymnasium—an adjacent 
hall rented for the purpose. At Club 
they make things, dress up for plays 
or concerts, play table games, join in 
discussions or sing songs. Most of 
the girls are now making their own 
clothes. Some of the boys who come 
in late after their paper rounds like 
to lie down on a couch and listen to 
the radio. 

On the gym nights the boys are 
mostly interested in the boxing and 
wrestling. The girls are very fond 
of dancing and sometimes show great 
expression and imagination. After 
gym they return to Club for hot 
showers, cocoa and a "rest" ' before 
going home at 9 o'clock. 

December brought with it Christ-
mas festivities and the eagerly 
awaited holiday camps. Yes, it has 
been a good year, thanks to those 
kind friends who have supported us. 
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Children's Holidays 

"I went down to the shouting sea .. . 

And down we went to the beach"  

A. A. Milne, When We Were Very Young. 

Again the holiday playground for some 300 children (an increase of 100 on last 
year) was changed from the streets and alleys of the inner areas to beach or country 
for varying periods. 

During the month of January, 180 children enjoyed eight or nine days holiday at 
our own Holiday Home at Mornington. The children camped in tents using the dining 
room of the house for meals. Local firms play a large part in financing these holidays 
in that they sponsor one or more children from their district. 

APEX CLUBS 

Ninety boys were provided with holidays through Apex Clubs at Albury, Bendigo, 
Castlemaine, Echuca, Maryborough and Wodonga. These Clubs arranged transport 
and a completely organised holiday, showing our boys all aspects of life in the 
country. We thank the Apex Clubs for their share in our work in this as well as in 
other directions. 

A number of children were provided with holidays with private families. 

As well as the holidays, throughout the month of January buses packed with 
children ran from North Melbourne, Camp Pell, Carlton, Fitzroy, South Melbourne and 
Burnley to beaches scattered around the bay. 

These holidays mean not only the advantage of a change of environment for a few 
days, but because of the attention given to diet, open air, etc., they mean the building-up 
in health of children who in so many cases need it. 
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"Morven", Mornington 

The Brotherhood Story began a new chapter with the opening of our own Holiday 
Home at Mornington in December 1952. Our Social workers, those in charge of our 
Coolibah Club, our Sisters in the Health Centre had all longed for somewhere to send 
dear old Mr. 	 for a holiday; Mrs. 	, undernourished and discouraged; Bill 
or John, Joan or Mary, underweight and undeveloped; all in need of a holiday. 

It is a solid, comfortable home situated on 2 acres of land in Tanti Avenue, 
beautified by lawns, flowers, shrubs and trees on the outside and furnished as nicely 
as possible inside. Our aim has been to make Morven the best that can be, as 
not being too good for people really in need of a holiday. 

In the autumn and spring it is used mainly by pensioners; in the summer by 
children; in the winter months and scattered through the year by the mother who is 
tired, the children who are under-nourished, or anyone else who qualifies as needing a 
holiday. 

It was purchased as a venture of faith for something like £12,000 (including 
extensions and furnishing). We still owe £3,500 on the purchase but know that as 
our friends see the property and see how it is being used, they will not fail us. 

We are grateful to the honorary architect, Mr. J. Kean; to the Mornington Branch 
of the C.W.A. for making all the furnishings; and to the Mornington people for 
welcoming us and sharing with us in this new department of our work. 
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Auxiliaries 

1. OPPORTUNITY SHOP, Royal Arcade. President: Mrs. Brett; Joint Secretaries: 
Mrs. Kimpton and Miss Rutter. Members of the Auxiliary staff, and assist in 
the stocking of the City Shop. 

2. FITZROY SHOP. President: Mrs. Southern; Vice-President: Mrs. Hancock; 
Secretary: Mrs. Bucknall; Treasurer: Mrs. Bentley. 
The shop continues to be the distribution centre for clothing to people in need, both 

through the social workers of the Brotherhood and also the Jumble sales. These latter, 
with the sale of rags, yielded £2,550 for the year—the shop expenses amounted to £5. 

The group of helpers work under the most difficult conditions, and only those 
knowing these, know the value of the service given. 

3. MARKET FAIR. Organisers: Mrs. F. C. Kimpton. Miss E. F. Rutter. 
This year's fair in the Lower Town Hall added £700 to the funds of the Brotherhood 

—a new record. We say thank you to the people who in this project work mostly 
behind the scenes. 

4. MORNINGTON. President: Cr. E. Dorrington; Secretary: Mrs. Huston. 
At a meeting called by Cr. Leggatt, M.L.A., an auxiliary was formed to help 

forward the work of the Morven Holiday Home. The aim of the Auxiliary is to 
provide help with housekeeping, hospitality, maintenance of linen, etc. 

This Auxiliary has done a marvellous job in the actual labour of their hands, the 
use of their cars and their homes, to make Morven possible, but more important, to 
make so memorable the holidays of all whom we send there. 

5. HUGHESDALE-MURRUMBEENA GROUP. Secretary: Mrs. R. Curtis. 

This is the youngest of our Auxiliaries, being not yet two years old. During that 
time it has raised over £80 on their stall at the Market Fair and £40 at a jumble sale, 
apart from sewing and knitting garments for sale at the Opportunity Shop. 
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Finance 
But it is pretty to see what money will do." 

Samuel Pepys, Diary 

The statements which appear on pages 25, 26 and 27 have been drawn up and 
approved by the Finance Committee of the Brotherhood, consisting of Mr. R. C. 
Backholer, B.Comm., F.C.A. (Aust.); Mr. F. C. Kimpton, A.A.S.A. and Rev. G. T. 
Sambell, Bursar 

It would be impossible in a report such as this to give a detailed list of all 
donations. Every donation, whether large or small, is equally important to us, and to 
list any would be to list all. We do no more than thank all donors for enabling us 
to carry on and expand our work to meet some of the needs of the community. 

Our Children's Health Clinic and our Holiday Home at Mornington have added 
to the maintenance cost by something like £4,000 a year. We are grateful to our 
friends whose added support encourages us in these extensions. 

Form of Bequest 
"I give and bequeath to St. Laurence Trust Pty. Ltd., for the purposes 

of the Brotherhood of St. Laurence 	  

The St. Laurence Trust Pty. Ltd. is the holding company for all properties of the 

Brotherhood of St. Laurence. 
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Donation Slip 

"Give all thou canst; high Heaven rejects the lore 

Of nicely-calculated less no more." 

Willam Wordsworth, Ecclesiastical Sonnets. 43 

NAME 	  

ADDRESS 	  

To assist the work of the Brotherhood, I take pleasure to enclose £ 	  

Please tear off this slip and post with remittance to the 

BROTHERHOOD OF ST. LAURENCE, 
51 Royal Arcade, 

Melbourne, C. 1. 
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General and Maintenance Fund 
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1953 

RECEIPTS PAYMENTS 

Bank 	Balance 	as 	at 	1st Salaries, Wages and Allowances 	 9,048 9 9 
July, 	1952 	 508 4 9 Rent—City 	shop 221 15 0 

Donations— Electricity, 	Gas and 	Fuel 	 614 I 7 
Genera 1 11,939 16 6 Repàirs and Maintenance 	 2,694 5 3 
Bequests 1,609 15 9 Printing 	and 	Stationery 1,336 2 4 

Provisions 2,295 18 1 
13,549 12 3 Postage 	and 	Telephone 	 939 5 6 

Less transfer to Morven Broadcasting 1,605 16 6 
Capital A/c. 600 0 0 12,949 12 3 Travelling and Car Expenses 1,148 I 7 

Hire 	of 	Halls 	 39 16 0 
Sales— Signs 	 34 12 10 

City Shop 	 1,671 13 7 Aid 	Rendered—Social 	Service 	Bureau 	 435 17 2 
Fitzroy Shop 	 2,431 4 7 Freight and 	Carriage 	 90 0 II 
Carrum 	Downs 209 14 9 Rates, 	Taxes 	and 	Insurance 	 432 4 2 
Other 	 59 13 8 4,372 6 7 Laundry 	 231 12 5 

Legal 	and 	Valuers 	Fees 	 32 I 	I 0 
Carrum 	Downs 	Residents 2,462 14 2 Bank 	Interest 2 8 
Coolibah 	Club, 	Fitzroy 	 315 19 4 

21,200 12 9 Market Fair 	 694 0 7 
Interest on 	Bonds 199 17 6 Purchase 	of 	Chevrolet 	Ut., 	Fordson 	truck 
Sale of Land 192 18 9 and 	sundry equipment  	2,186 	6 	9 
Bank Balance 	(0/draft) as Less 	proceeds, 	sale 	of 	Ford 

at 	30th 	June, 	1953 621 5 7 Utility and Joweit 	Van  	1,070 	0 	0 1,116 6 9 

19 6 £22,316 19 6 £22,316 
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Fund for Special Purposes 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1953 

RECEIPTS 

Balance at 1st July, 1952— 

PAYMENTS 

Expenditure— 
Cash at Bank 	 2,937 16 I 	I Improvements and 
Bonds 	 6,650 0 0 Extensions 4,313 19 I 	I 
War Savings Certificates 5 0 0 Mornington Property 	 11,677 0 8 
Shares 	 200 0 0 Advances 	and 	Sundries 577 15 8 

9,792 19 	II 16,568 16 	3 

10,575 13 3 
Receipts— 

Donations and 	Legacies 
Balance 	at 	30th 	June, 

1953— 
Transfer 	from 	General Bonds 	(face 	value) 	 6,650 0 0 

Fund 600 0 0 War Savings Certificates 5 0 0 
Interest on Bonds 	 16 5 0 Shares 	 200 0 0 
Dividends 	 30 0 0 

6,855 0 0 Net Rents 	 63 7 I 
Trust 	Funds 76 10 4 Bank Balance 	(0/draft) 2,269 0 8 

11,361 15 8 4,585 19 	4 

£21,154  15 7 £21,154  15 	7 

The balance held in this Account includes:— 

I. The F. H. LAWRENCE TRUST, which consists of Bonds and interest to the value of £574/5/0 held in trust to 
subsidise higher education for a child nominated by the Brotherhood. 

2. The SECURITY FUND of £10,161/15/6 established to help secure the continuity of our work. It is made 
up of legacies, and gifts made by Friends in memory of their dear ones. 

The Mornington Holiday Home, "Morven," was purchased at a cost of £12,000 including extensions. Friends 
subscribed £5,000 (approx.) for this special purpose. Some Bequests were added. There is still an amount of 
£3,000 owing on this property. 
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RECEIPTS 

Balance at Ist July 1952: 
Bonds 	 
War Savings Certificates 

PAYMENTS 

Salaries 
3alance at 301h June, 1953: 

Bonds (face value)  
	

9,160 0 0 
War Savings Certificates 

	
261 0 0 

9,170 0 0 
261 0 0 

511 14 9 

Housing Trust Account 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE, 1953 

9,431 0 0 
Bank Balance (0/draft) 	636 2 8 

Instalments—Sale of 
Property 

Interest on Bonds 	 

9,421 0 0 
8,794 17 4 	Bank Balance (0/draft) 	755 I 4 	8,665 18 8 

82 0 0 
300 16 I 

£9,177 13 5 	 £9,177 13 5 

This Account includes money raised through the Housing Campaign Appeal in 1945, which is held in trust 

for the specific purpose of dealing with the "problem family." A social worker continues to deal with the problem 

in general, but as yet no major programme has been initialed. At the time of writing this report, a special worker, 

is carrying out an intensive enquiry into areas in Fitzroy and some other inner suburbs. From this a further 
project may develop. 
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The Aim of the Brotherhood  

(a Church of England organisation) 

is to help all in need, without regard 

to race, colour or creed. 

The Needs of the Brotherhood 

• Donations and Bequests. 

• Good Secondhand Clothing. 

• Groceries and Provisions. 

• Used Postage Stamps. 

• Soap, Towels, Etc. 

(for Children's Centre) 

• Toys. 

• Books. 

• Firewood. 
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF 

ST. LAURENCE 

67 BRUNSWICK STREET, FITZROY 
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